
Roman Aqueducts 



UN Sustainable Development Goals
The scale of Roman achievement really becomes clear when 
we consider SDG 6

Clean Water and Sanitation

“Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and 
sanitation for all”

Romans able to supply citizens with water 2,000 years ago

Today over 2 billion people in the world lack access to clean 
water that is free of health risks



History of Sanitation in Rome
● Around 600BC the Cloaca Maxima- the central sewer- was 

constructed

● Rome’s first aqueduct - Aqua Appia - constructed 312BC

● Rome would eventually have 11 large aqueducts supplying the city

● This would supply their citizens with as much water per person as 

people in New York use today!
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How Did They do it - Aqueducts
● Romans were not the first to build aqueducts. Aqueduct built for Nineveh by Mesopotamians 

between 600-700 BC 
● Romans built on huge scale - Rome’s 11 aqueducts - 418 kms in total - and hundreds all over 

Empire
● Techniques they used

● Used the power of gravity 
● constructed to have small downward gradient all the way into city - used arches 

and concrete to keep up aqueducts
● Good engineers from the army  
● Had techniques for finding fresh water and testing its quality.   
● Created many jobs for the local community.
● Had high status well-paid slave maintenance gangs 



Sewers and Sanitation 
Romans reused water for multiple purposes

Water from aqueducts diverted to different places depending on quality - lower 
quality water sent to baths

Water from baths used for flushing latrines, the waste and dirty water would then 
flow into the Cloaca Maxima the main drainage point for the city
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Built to Last - Extreme Durability 

Roman aqueducts built 2,000 years ago - yet many still stand 
today. These aqueducts continued to supply Rome with water 
for centuries after the sack of Rome.

Examples:

Basilica Cistern in Istanbul 

Aqueduct in Segovia Spain

-operational until 20th century



Lessons 
Virtues we can learn from today

Sustainable materials - stone, aqueducts did not need machinery to work

Used natural forces - gravity 

Good system of public administration

Good maintenance regime

If we take examples from the Romans we could build similarly built water facilities 
in third world countries, due to lack of machinery it would not be looted and would 
not be prone to break down.  Would create many jobs for the unemployed.



Wonder of the World
We can only agree with Pliny the Elder who gave                                                    
a statement of the achievement of the Roman Aqueducts:

‘People should “ponder” Rome’s abundant water supply. If we consider the 
distances travelled by the water, the building of the arches, the tunneling through 
mountains, and the construction of the level routes across valleys, we can only 
conclude that this is a supreme wonder of the world.’



Thank you


